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Do you think I approve of that? Designing facial
expressions for a robot
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Abstract. This paper discusses initial work with a broad age range
neuro-typical sample (N=77), towards a training system in social signal
recognition for high-functioning adults with an Autism Spectrum Disor-
der. Outlined is a principled design of four approval and four disapproval
facial expressions for the EMYS robot head and the method and conduct
of a pilot study in the wild, testing user recognition of these expressions.
Results showed that recognition varied over the eight expressions, with
some expressions perceived as ambiguous and one approval expression as
disapproval. Expression type, ordering effects, age, and pre-study train-
ing are identified as important issues.
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1 Introduction

In the UK, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) affects 547,000 people over the age
of 18 (1.3% of working age adults) according to the 2011 census. These adults
encounter serious difficulties in their everyday life, particularly in securing and
maintaining employment. The unemployment rate among adults with ASD is
higher than 85%, nearly double the unemployment rate of 48% for the wider
disabled population and compares to an overall UK unemployment rate of 5.5%.

One reason for this is that people with an ASD struggle to correctly in-
terpret social signals, those expressive behavioural cues through which people
manifest what they feel or think (facial expressions, vocalisations, gestures, pos-
ture etc.)[1]. This leads to difficulties in correctly interpreting interactions with
co-workers and supervisors.

Behavioural Skills Training (BST) [2] is recognized as one of the most effective
training approaches for the effects of an ASD. BST is a behaviourist training
approach involving phases of instruction, modelling, rehearsal, and feedback in
order to teach a new skill [3]. It has been used to teach social skills to people
both with and without disabilities [4]. However, BST is too labour-intensive to
be widely applied. If robots could be used to help deliver BST, this could reduce
the effort required by human trainers and lower the cost of BST application.



In the SoCoRo project1, work is being carried out to design such a training
system. As a first step, the design of expressive facial behaviours for the EMYS
robot head (Figure 3) was investigated, a set of expressions for approval and dis-
approval social signals designed, and a study was carried out ‘in the wild’ at the
Glasgow Science Centre. Thus, the present study provided empirical grounding
for our proposed future BST design. Here, visitors of all ages (range = 4-77 years)
individually observed the expressions to determine whether they are perceived
as intended. Below we discuss the design of the expressions, the methodology,
and the results derived from the analysis.

2 Designing Expressive Facial Behaviours

In this section we discuss existing work in designing facial expressions for robots
and explain the approach taken for the expressions used in the study.

2.1 Relevant work in expressive behaviour design

Research on facial expressions has been dominated by two judgement proce-
dures: categorical, involving basic emotion categories [5] where universality and
discreteness are central; and dimensional, involving scales or dimensions (for ex-
ample: Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance) that underlie the emotion categories [7,
6] where temporal dynamic is the focus. Given that a particular emotion can
usually be represented by more than one facial expression with varying inten-
sity, the discrete approach suffers from the flaw of rigidity with its one-to-one
mapping. Moreover, anything that could be described as a static expression is
very rarely observed in normal interaction where expressive behaviour is con-
tinuously modulated in the evolving context. The dimensional approach on the
other hand is able to convey a wide range of affective messages seamlessly and
supports such modulation in a natural way.

We have therefore taken this approach in the current work, focusing on two
groups of expressions supporting important social signals: approval and disap-
proval. The aim is for EMYS to express continuous internal state so that the
resulting social signals are more human-like, pose the advantage of increased eco-
logical validity [8] and hence, enable transfer of learning from robot to human
incrementally in line with the Reduced Generalisation Theory [9].

2.2 Design of the expressions used in the study

EMYS has minimalist facial features with only 11 degrees of freedom (DOFs)
as shown in Figure 1. This contrasts with the much higher number of degrees
of freedom on the human face. To generate the desired groups of expressions
dynamically based on the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) dimensions [7],
a mapping of its DOFs onto PAD dimensions was performed. We have taken a

1 http://www.socoro.net



bottom-up approach by first describing EMYS’s DOFs as comparable to single
facial movements defined by the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [5] since
this approach is well-grounded in Psychology.

Fig. 1. EMYS degree of freedom (source: http://doc.flashrobotics.com)

Table 1. EMYS DOFs-AUs-PAD mapping

DOF AUs PAD [13] PAD [12] PA [11] PA [10]

q7 and q10
(eyebrows)

AU1 (inner
brow raiser)

Negative
pleasure,
negative
dominance

Low medium
pleasure, low
high arousal

Negative
pleasure, low
arousal

AU2 (outer
brow raiser)

High arousal,
positive
dominance

Positive
pleasure

Positive
pleasure, high
arousal

AU4 (brow
lowerer)

Negative
pleasure,
positive
dominance

Negative
pleasure, high
arousal

Low pleasure Negative
pleasure,
med/high
arousal

q4 (lower
disc)

AU16 (lower
lip depressor)

High arousal Negative
pleasure, high
arousal

AU17 (chin
raise)

Negative
pleasure

Negative
pleasure, high
arousal

Low pleasure,
low arousal

Negative
pleasure,
medium
arousal

2

2 See column heading references for more detail about PAD mappings



FACS, originally a descriptive, not a generative system, consists of measure-
ments called Action Units (AUs) which are the contraction or relaxation of one
or more muscle groups. There are around 46 AUs and combining them defines
different facial expressions. Our aim however is not to focus on generating spe-
cific static emotional expressions but on dimensions of expressions. We reviewed
the dimensional meaning of the relevant AUs [10, 12, 13, 11] and found common-
alities between them. An extract of our results are shown in Table 1. We then
combined two AUs with similar valence value to form four approval (e.g. Head
up - AU53, jaw drop - AU26) and four disapproval (e.g. Chin raise - AU17,
head down - AU54) expressions. The expressions used in our study are shown in
Figure 3 below.

3 Experimental Design

Fig. 2. Study set-up.

The study was conducted at the Glas-
gow Science Centre over two days,
with passing visitors invited to partic-
ipate. The purpose was to have partic-
ipants assess expressions designed to
communicate the social signals of ap-
proval and disapproval as discussed.
A basic issue with running a study
in a public place like this is that it
is entirely possible for participants to
spectate before they take part and
observe the reactions of other partic-
ipants. This contagion risk was ad-
dressed by selecting a random sam-
ple of four expressions from the eight
available in Figure 3 for any given par-
ticipant. The issues this raises for processing the results are discussed below.

Table 2. Participant data - total age range 4-77

N Male Female Mean age Median age

Total sample 77 39 38 16.3 9
Age Group
4-8 32 20 12 5.91 6
9-13 17 8 9 10.12 10
14-24 8 3 5 19.88 20
25+ 20 8 12 36.75 33

The task given to participants was to offer the EMYS head, given the gender-
neutral name ‘Alyx’, items for its breakfast. These were plastic toy representa-
tions of fruit and other food items: six were laid out in front of the robot. While



it is possible that food type may have influenced beliefs of the robot’s food
preferences (e.g. that Alyx likes ice-cream), our focus was the users emotion
recognition, not the affect of food type. After an item was offered, Alyx was
made to produce one of the eight expressions as shown in Figure 3 randomly by
the ‘Wizard’ using a WoZ interface. Depending on whether they thought Alyx
did or did not approve of the item, participants were instructed to place it in a
box marked ‘Like’ or a box marked ‘Dislike’. There was no relationship between
the object presented and the expression generated. The experimental set-up can
be seen in Figure 2.

Alyx was operated in Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) fashion, the wizard sitting close to
the experiment and behind a screen visible in Figure 2 top-right. The experiment
was introduced by Alyx itself, using a female Scottish-accented unit-selection
voice, with a pre-scripted statement. After each of the first three items Alyx
would state that it was still hungry and would like another item; after the fourth
item Alyx made a positive statement about having had an enjoyable breakfast.

Fig. 3. Approval and disapproval EMYS expressions according to PAD mapping

Other than the approval/disapproval expressions, the head did not move; in
particular it did not visually track the presented object. Generally, participants
found the interaction easy. Table 2 gives their age and gender distribution. Gen-
der was split almost evenly; child participants were the largest group followed
by the 25+ group: their were few in the age range 14-24. This is not a surprise
for a weekend in a Science Centre.

After interacting, each participant was asked to fill in a short questionnaire.
The chosen objects and their order were logged manually with the expressions,
contents of the boxes were logged using digital photos and the expressions and
their order were also logged by the WoZ software.



4 Results

4.1 Participant evaluations

As the expressions were generated in the WoZ style, the distribution of approval
and disapproval types was uneven. Additionally, attempts to avoid social conta-
gion - as described above - meant participants experienced a varying number of
approval and disapproval expressions. Table 3 demonstrates this bias, showing
that 58.97% of trials contained approval expressions. Moreover, the expressions
HU-JD (16.35%), W-HL (16.35%) and ULR-JD (15.06%) were the most fre-
quently generated expressions. The implications of this imbalance are discussed
later.

Table 3. Facial expression trial and response summary

n trials % trials Like Dislike

Approval
Head up, jaw drop 51 16.35 45 6
Outer brow raiser, lips part 35 11.22 16 19
Wink, head left 51 16.35 8 43
Upper lid raiser, jaw drop 47 15.06 46 1
Total 184 58.97 115 69

Disapproval
Inner brow raiser, lower lip depressor 32 10.26 16 16
Chin raise, head down 32 10.26 5 27
Brow lowers, chin raise 32 10.26 9 23
Eyes closed, head down 32 10.26 6 26
Total 128 41.03 36 92

Overall total 312 – 151 161

3 To give a clearer representation of performance trends we investigated the
relative difference between the number of Like and Dislike responses for each
expression (see Figure 4). Two expressions were clearly interpreted as approval:
HU-JD and ULR-JD. Expressions W-HL, CR-HD, BL-CR and EC-HD were in-
terpreted as disapproval. Notably, W-HL was consistently interpreted as disap-
proval if shown on the first trial. The lack of variation for OBR-LP and IBR-LLD
suggests these two expressions were the most ambiguous.

All data analyses were completed using R Statistics. Firstly, stepwise re-
gression modelling was used to identify the significant contributors to the model
variance. As the dependent variable of interest was binary (Like, Dislike), binary

3 One participant left the session without providing demographic information; Table
3 above includes a sample N = 78.



Fig. 4. Relative difference between approval and disapproval evaluations. White bars
with positive values represent expressions interpreted as approval. The black bars with
negative values represent disapproval interpretations.

logistic regressions were performed. Preliminary analyses comparing models us-
ing analysis of variance (ANOVA) yielded main effects of facial expression and
order of presentation. As such, the final model contained these factors.

This final model found significant effects of the expressions HU-JD, z =
5.10, p < 0.001 and ULR-JD, z = 4.34, p < 0.001. There was near significant
contribution of presentation order (p = 0.06). Conversion of the log-odds to
estimated probabilities showed that HU-JD would be interpreted as approval
81% of the time and ULR-JD 96% of the time.

4.2 Accuracy of interpretation

The initial analysis of participant evaluations then informed a further analysis
examining accuracy, based our EMYS mappings (see Figure 3). The expression
W-HL was predominantly interpreted as disapproval, contradicting our intended
response pattern. So, W-HL data were omitted from this analysis. Imposing the
PAD mapping on the evaluation data showed different levels of accuracy be-
tween the different age groups. The young group (4-8 years) provided the least
correct interpretations (67.89%), followed by the Adult (25+) group (78.13%).
The Middle (9-13 years) and Adoles/Adult (14-24 years) group performed simi-
larly, 84.13% and 88% correct respectively.

The same analysis procedure was followed instead using the binary dependent
variable of accuracy (Correct, Incorrect). Stepwise assessment of the fixed effects
contribution to the model variance using ANOVA yielded two main effects: facial



expression and age group. Table 4 shows the binary logistic regression results of
this model of accuracy.

Table 4. Modelling the predictors of accuracy

β SE β z-value

(Intercept) 1.91 0.74 2.58**
CR-HD 0.93 0.64 1.45
EC-HD 0.78 0.63 1.25
HU-JD 1.34 0.60 2.22*
IBB-LLD -0.90 0.55 -1.63
OBR-LP -0.96 0.54 -1.77
ULR-JD 3.09 1.09 2.83**
Adult -1.09 0.74 -1.48
Middle -0.48 0.75 -0.64
Young -1.62 0.70 -2.31*

Signif.codes : ∗p < 0.05. ∗∗p < 0.01. ∗∗∗p < 0.001. .

The binary logistic regression of participant accuracy indicated a similar
trend to participant evaluations, with significant effects of the expressions HU-
JD, z = 2.22, p < 0.05 and ULR-JD, z = 2.83, p < 0.01. Also, data from the
young age group (ages 4-8 years) significantly contributed to the variance in the
model, z = -2.31, p < 0.05. Conversion of the log-odds to estimated probabilities
again showed a high success rate for HU-JD, interpreted correctly 96% of the
time and ULR-JD 99% of the time. The young group were predicted to be correct
57% of the time.

5 Discussion

The objective of this pilot experiment was to investigate user recognition of
eight (four approval and four disapproval) EMYS head facial expressions, for
future work training employment and social skills to adults with an ASD. The
data analysis demonstrated the utility of the EMYS head for this purpose and
considerations for research in this area.

Most notably, users consistently perceived the expressions HU-JD and ULR-
JD as approval. This suggests that expressions using a combination of head or
upper disc and jaw AUs are processed favourably by users. A possible explanation
lies in the overtness of these expressive compositions, making their social signals
easier to process. In future, we plan to use these expressions to model positive
workplace interactions for social skills training.

Some expressions however were viewed differently to our proposed mappings.
For example, participants frequently judged W-HL as an expression of disap-
proval. Further investigation of this trend revealed an order effect, whereby the
expression was consistently interpreted this way if shown on the first trial; ex-
plaining why the effect of presentation order almost reached significance. We



therefore recommend that similar work include a familiarity period prior to
experimentation. This could include non-experimental expressions that engage
each of the AUs of interest to ensure participants are suitably primed for testing.

Another interesting feature of W-HL was it was temporally quicker (2 sec-
onds) to all other expressions (set to 3 seconds). Anecdotal feedback from partici-
pants and experimenters identified issues with this duration: an approval W-HL
would need to be significantly faster. Duration of expression is therefore im-
portant for future studies of this nature. It is also possible that the head-left
movement was interpreted as a head-shake or no rather than a head-tilt. Thus,
the amplitude as well as the speed of a movement should be examined.

Furthermore, it appears that expressions engaging the brow units (OBR-LP
and IBR-LLD) produced a similar number of both approval and disapproval
evaluations. This indicates that users found subtler AUs of the EMYS particu-
larly difficult to disambiguate. An incremental examination of each AUs intensity
with respect to user judgement would provide a useful index of EMYS expression
interpretation.

We found age related effects on accuracy: children aged 4-8 years provided
fewer correct expression judgements relative to the other age groups. This finding
supports previous work with the EMYS head indicating that older participants
are superior at decoding EMYS facial expressions [14]. As we aim to develop a
system for adults this finding was not of primary interest, but provides impetus
for those studying developmental mediators of emotion recognition.

Study limitations were born out of the setting. One major issue was the noise
level, a feature that is difficult to control outside of the laboratory. Concerns over
social contagion led to an imbalance in expression presentation. Logistic regres-
sion was chosen reduce some of this bias. A future iteration of the experiment
will include a counterbalanced, equal number of expressions per participants.
Synchronisation issues were also evident as participants attempted to capture
the gaze of the robot with the food items. As such, motion tracking hardware
and an RFID reader will be augmented with our FLASH platform create a more
autonomous system.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This work was intended to inform future robot design for work with adults with
an ASD, as part of the SoCoRo project. The analysis show that two of the eight
expressions tested were judged unambiguously by participants. These expressions
will therefore be used in our future work, examining the effect of expressive
behaviour on the users social signal processing. For example, we intend to create
a set of simulated office scenarios where a robot ‘boss’ interacts with adults with
ASD and provides task feedback.
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